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DEMOTIC EGYPTIAN INSTRUMENTS OF TRANSFER
AS EVIDENCE FOR PRIVATE OWNERSHIP

OF REAL PROPERTY*
J.G.

MANNING**

"The Ptolemaic law of things is dominated by
the distinction between possession and
ownership. This distinction has found

expression in the terminology:

KupiEia -dt

Kp6TIraiq denoting, in this connection,
possession and ownership. The corresponding
terms are KupiE6Etv Kai Kparrdv. Sometimes,
however, they are used interchangeably ....
Raphael Taubenschlag, The Law of GrecoRoman Egypt in the Light of the Papyri, p. 173.
r-Iny jd r ms.t hwy r sh.t

"Borrow money at interest, invest it in land."
A demotic wisdom text (P. BM 10508, 16/9).
INTRODUCrION

There is no better place to turn for the study of ancient legal systems than ancient Egypt because the scholar is provided with a rich
and detailed array of primary sources which document the practice of
both public and private law.' Among papyri written in the language
known as demotic, a language developed for the rapid writing of legal
and business documents after 650 B.C., those concerned with land ten-

ure comprise the single largest corpus. 2 Indeed, disputes over property can be documented from the Third Dynasty (2700-2625 B.C.)

* Sections of this Article were originally published as part of the author's Ph.D.
dissertation The Conveyance of Real Property in Upper Egypt During the Ptolemaic Period: A
Study of the Hauswaldt Papyri and Other Related Demotic Instruments of Transfer (The
University of Chicago, 1992). I would like to thank Ms. Hyungji Park of the Department of
English, Princeton University, Professor Roger Bagnall, Columbia University, and Professor
Barry Strauss, Cornell University, for reading and commenting on a draft of this Article and
Mary K. Manning, Assistant State's Attorney for Dekalb County, IL, for checking the citation in
the last footnote.
** At time of writing, Assistant Professor of Classics, Princeton University; currently, Assistant Professor of Classics, Stanford University.
1. For an excellent if somewhat outdated overview of the legal history of Egypt, see Aristide Thodorid~s, "The Concept of Law in Ancient Egypt," in The Legacy of Egypt, 2d ed., ed.
J.R. Harris (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), pp. 291-322.
2. George R. Hughes, Saite Demotic Land Leases, SAOC, no. 28 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1952), p. 46.
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onward. To some degree at least, and perhaps to a larger degree than
one would prefer, discussion of the land tenure system in Egypt must
be limited by location and by historical period. The physical geography varies considerably in Egypt and periods marked by strong central governmental control certainly altered the ability of individuals
and groups to assert claims to land. The Ptolemaic period (332-30
B.C.) isthe most well-documented period in the legal history of an-

cient Egypt because large numbers of public administrative texts and
private business agreements have survived. This Article is therefore
devoted to the Ptolemaic period.
THE PTOLEMAIC PERIOD

In his recent history of land tenure, John Powelson characterizes
the land tenure regime in Hellenistic Egypt as a centrally controlled,
highly regulated system, marked by even tighter control of land by the
government than the pharaohs had. Powelson argues that the Ptolemies were the "sole landowner[s]," dictating which crops were to be
grown, making the best land "royal land" and thus the private domain
of the kings, and seizing land on which to settle their soldiers. 3 Greek
immigrant soldiers were a privileged class. He goes on to claim that
the Ptolemaic kings asserted even more control over temple estates
than the pharaohs had since they demanded rent on such land. As the
dynasty went on, the Ptolemies lost control of the country and more
land "fell into private hands."'4
I will argue in this Article that the theory of Ptolemaic centralized
control of Egypt and its resources, developed by the historian Michael
Rostovtzeff sixty years ago and oft-repeated, can now be shown to be
inaccurate. Despite the recent claims of many authors, the Ptolemies
never seized large tracts of land; absolute control of the soil was theoretical at best and, in practice, geographically limited. The land on
5
which the Ptolemies could collect rent was limited to a special class.
In addition, large estates were given not only to Greeks but also to
Egyptians and the latest survey indicates that Egyptian large estate
holders outnumbered Greeks. 6 The temples managed their large es3. John P. Powelson, The Story of Land: A World History of Land Tenure and Agrarian
Reform (Cambridge, Mass.: Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, 1988), p. 20.
4. Ibid., p. 21.

5. See James G. Keenan and John C. Shelton, The Tebtunis Papyri (P. Tebt. IV), vol. 4
(London: The Egypt Exploration Society, 1976), pp. 2-14.
6. Willy Clarysse, "Egyptian Estate-Holders in the Ptolemaic Period," in State and Temple
Economy in the Ancient Near East,vol. 2, ed. Edward Lipifiski (Leuven: Departement Oridntal-

istiek, 1979), pp. 731-43, esp. pp. 735-43.
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tates, which were not in fact donated to them by the Ptolemies, but
were "donated" much earlier and then re-donated by the Ptolemies.
Many Egyptians took on sub-leases of land that were nominally in the
hands of Greek reserve soldiers known as Cleruchs. 7 Rather than
positing an erosion of tight centralized control, I argue that the Ptolemies altered the pre-existing system in Egypt as little as possible. This
complex and diverse regime allowed for considerable privately-held
land, the legal ownership of which may have been enhanced or reinforced by the increased prominence of the written legal instrument of
conveyance.
EVOLUTION OF RIGHTs

In his study of privately-held land in Hellenistic and Roman
Egypt, Arno Stollwerck develops an argument, based on demotic
Egyptian conveyances of land, that there had been an erosion
("Aushohlung") of property rights claimed by the king as theoretical
8
owner of all land from the third to the second and first centuries B.C.
In so doing, Stollwerck asserts the commonly held notion that the
pharaohs (or, later, the Ptolemaic kings and the Roman emperors)
"owned" all land in the country and ceded rights to parcels. 9 While
the notion of the pharaoh "owning" all of the land in Egypt is still
commonly held by Egyptologists, it was, at most, a "propridt6 thdorique."' 0 This limited cession of land in turn effected a "slow and
partial development"'" of private property in the Ptolemaic period.
Stollwerck's argument of the erosion of such strict control is based on
the absence in Ptolemaic demotic conveyances of any overt reference
to the king's "Obereigentum.' 2 However, the first text that he uses
to support his thesis, P. Hauswaldt 1, is dated 265 B.c., so one must

posit a rapid deterioration in royal control from 305 B.c., the year in
which Ptolemy I proclaimed himself king. But even pre-Ptolemaic
7. Jean Bingen, "The Third-Century n.c. Land-Leases from Tholthis," Illinois Classical
Studies 3 (1978): 74-80.
8. Arno Stollwerck, Untersuchungen zum Privatland im ptolemdischen und romischen
Agypten (Ph.D. thesis, University of Cologne, 1969). The list of demotic papyri which he used as
evidence for the royal "erosion" of control over land is given on pp. 11-12.
9. The same view is repeated by Powelson, The Story of Land, p. 21.
10. Annie Gasse, Donnees nouvelles administratives et sacerdotales sur l'Organisatinondu
domaine d'Amon xxe-xxi dynasties d la lumiere des papyrus Prochov, Reinhardt et Grundbuch,
Biblioth~que d'6tude, vol. 104 (Cairo: Institut franqaise d'Archdologie orientale, 1988), p. 233.
11. Dominic Rathbone, "The Ancient Economy and Graeco-Roman Egypt," in Egitto e
Storia antica dall'Ellenismo all'Etd Araba, ed. Lucia Criscuolo and Giovanni Geraci (Bologna:
Editrice Clueb, 1989), p. 266.
12. Ibid., pp. 11-12.
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texts make no reference to the royal "Obereigentum." One of the
earliest demotic conveyances of land, P. BM 10117 (Thebes, ca. 541
B.c.[reign of Amasis]), makes no explicit mention of royal control of
temple land. 13 Indeed, the demotic documents never make reference
to royal control, and texts from the Ptolemaic period cannot prove an
erosion of such royal authority. Within the private Egyptian context
there was no need to assert a royal "Obereigentum" because this was
implicit in the system. Even in Greek conveyances the royal right to
the land is not mentioned. It is important to note that there is no
change in the demotic material that suggests an "evolution" (or devolution) into private property and no indication of a concept of eminent
14
domain, a linchpin in any theory of absolute ownership.
Even the so-called evolution of the rights on Cleruchic land may
be understood as an adaptation to Egyptian custom that had long recognized the right of the holder of land, through the possession of an
office, to pass the property along to his children. In both Egyptian
and Greek examples from the Hellenistic period, long-term possession
led to the ability to transfer the land to one's heirs.' 5 Over time, children and women could inherit Cleruchic land.' 6 In one Greek document from the third century Zenon archive, even at a time when a
Cleruch was still a life tenure, a father associated his son as a "coCleruch" ((),yKrpo).

17

As Napthali Lewis observed, it is interesting

to note that such Cleruchic transfers were termed "cessions" not
",sales."18

Egyptian documentation from Upper Egypt shows that temple
estates continued to administer large estates on which priests and
13. Nathanial Julius Reich, PapyriJuristischenInhalts in hieratischerund demotischer Schrift
aus dem British Museum (Vienna: Alfred H6lder Verlag, 1914), pp. 9-25, pls. 2-4.
14. See the remarks by Joseph M616ze-Modrzejewski, "Regime foncier et statut social dans
L'Egypte ptoldmaique," in Terre et paysan ddpendants dans les socidtds antiques, Colloques international tenu ABesanqons les 2 et 3 Mai 1974 (Paris: Centre national du recherches scientifique,
1979), p. 168.
15. So also the Ramesside "inscription of Mes," in which is recorded a family dispute over
control of a plot of land originally given to a "ship-master" in the time of Ahmose I after the
expulsion of the Hyksos from Egypt. On this inscription, see the comments of Sally L.D. Katary,
Land Tenure in the Ramesside Period (London: Kegan Paul International, 1989), pp. 220-22.
16. See Claire PrOaux, L'9conomie royale des Lagides (Brussels: 8dition de la Fondation
dgyptologique reine glisabeth, 1939), pp. 459-514; Michael Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic World (=SEHHW), vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1953), p.
286; Raphael Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt in the Light of the Papyri(Warsaw:
Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukawe, 1955), p. 237; Dorothy J. Crawford, Kerkeosiris: An Egyptian Village in the Ptolemaic Period (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), pp. 56-57.
17. Cairo Zenon 59001, 11.24-25 cited by Crawford, Kerkeosiris, pp. 56-57.
18. Napthali Lewis, Greeks in Ptolemaic Egypt (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), p. 35. On
cleruchic transfers, see further H.A. Rupprecht, Gedachtnisschriftfar Wolfgang Kunkel (Frankfurt: V. Klostermann, 1984), pp. 365-90.
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other parties having status on the temple estate were given access to
land that they could freely buy, sell, lease, and give in inheritance. It
is important to remember that each temple had an infrastructure for
the maintenance of land in its possession. Each temple would have
had a survey of its estate land and the support staff necessary to maintain it. The uncertain political situation during the Ptolemaic period
may have led one temple (the temple of Horus of Edfu) to show to
the world the exact amount of land in its control by inscribing on the
outer retaining wall of the temple a cadastral survey, plot by plot, of
its land, as well as other temples', in each of the three southernmost
nomes (administrative districts, in this case covering the area roughly
from Aswan to Dendera) of Egypt.19 Land was donated by the king
on behalf of the god of each temple in order to maintain the cult as
well as the priests and dependents. A large part of priestly income
would have been derived from leasing out such land. In addition,
plots of temple land were traditionally exchanged for service to the
temple estate and they were certainly treated as private land by those
who held them because they were passed on to their heirs.
One unique demotic text might show that, in at least one location,
there were restrictions on the permanent transfer of temple property.
P. Warsaw 148.28820 (Thebes, 119 B.c.) is a document called a shn,
normally translated "lease" but here probably best translated "temporary transfer." It is witnessed by twelve men instead of the normal
sixteen for real conveyances, which conforms to the expected number
of witnesses for leases. 21 No compensation is recorded as having been
received by the vendor. The parties were both priests, the vendor a
high-ranking member of several temples at Thebes, the purchaser a
caretaker of the dead known as a "pastophoros," a class of mortuary
priest, and the vacant building plot (wr.) of six land cubits (= 1/16
aroura; 1 aroura = .66 acres) was within the "divine endowment" (.tpntr) of Amun (of Djeme on the west bank of Luxor). The receiver of
the land was permitted to build a house on the plot. The unusual stipulation is that the transfer, written out in the text, was to last for
ninety-nine years or 1,204 1/2 months. On the same day, the priest
transferred by the same means another six land cubits of empty land
19. Dimitri Meeks, Le grand texte des donations au temple d'Edfou, BdE, vol. 59 (Cairo:
Institut frangais d'archdologie orientale, 1972).
20. The text is republished as text ten in P.W. Pestman, Recuei des textes ddmotiques et
bilingues, 3 vols. (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1977).

21. On the number of witnesses, see Erwin Seidl, Demotische Urkundenlehre nach den
fruhptolemaischen Texten (Munich: C.H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1937), p. 11 n. 5.
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in the divine endowment of Amun (of Djeme) to another pastophoros-priest. 22 These texts do not specify what would happen after
this time but, as Pestman noted, the length of time is sufficiently long
enough to make the specification nearly meaningless. This type of
transfer is highly unusual, and may reflect an illegal transfer of some
kind. 23 Given the type of land involved in this transfer, it may be
compared with the transfer of "heritable building rights," 24 an "intermediate form between sale and lease, '2 5 which often had a ninetynine year term. Such a theoretically temporary transfer might also
serve to prevent the fragmentation of temple estate property. Temple
property, then, may have been transferred by right of the priests' office and not by right of a personal holding of land that the priest
would have been able to cede, presumably, permanently. This distinction between land held by right of office and personal land is an old
26
distinction in Egypt.
PRIVATE OWNERSHIP OF LAND

If rights in real property were slowly evolving during the Ptolemaic period, garden and house plots, on the other hand, had arguably
always been in private control in ancient Egypt. This type of land was
often termed Krrpa in the Greek papyri of the Ptolemaic period, a
term otherwise used to refer to ownership of slaves. 27 Indeed, the
Ptolemaic demotic land transfer documents bear out this thesis, since
the majority of texts that specify the size and type of plot indicate that
the land involved is either an "empty plot" (wrh) or a "garden" (kin).
These types of land belonged to individuals "en toute propri6t6. '' 28 In
contrast, most scholars have maintained that arable land was, directly
or indirectly, under royal control:
22. P. BM 10782 (published by Carol A.R. Andrews, Catalogue of Demotic Papyri in the
British Museum, vol. 4, Ptolemaic Legal Texts from the Theban Area (London: British Museum
Publications, 1990), text 22). The witness list has preserved ten names and traces of an eleventh.
It is interesting to note that the witness lists of both texts have few names in common. Perhaps
the purchaser in each case was responsible for bringing his own witnesses rather than the temple
supplying them. In the latter case, for both transactions, we might expect the same people to act
as witnesses.
23. See Pestman, Recueil, vol. 2, p. 103.
24. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, p. 270.
25. Ibid.

26. See most recently, William A. Ward, "Some Aspects of Private Land Ownership and
Inheritance in Ancient Egypt, ca. 2500-1000 B.C.," in Land Tenure and Social Transformationin
the Middle East, ed. Tarif Khalidi (Beirut: American University in Beirut, 1984), pp. 63-77.
27. Michael Rostovtzeff, Studien zur Geschichte des r6mischen Kolonates (Leipzig: B.G.
Teubner, 1910), pp. 14-15, 41.
28. Joseph Modrzejewski, "Regime foncier et statut social dans ltgypte ptoldmaique," in
Terre et paysans dependants dans les socidtds antiques (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 1979), n.p.
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The generally accepted theory is that private property of land
was not featured in Ptolemaic law and that all land was divided into
two categories, the paariAI K y7, which was under the direct administration of the king and y? v &Oibci,which the crown
leased to
29
other people yet fully protecting the king's right to it.

There is nothing to suggest that the king "leased" all remaining
land in the country on short-term leases. Although possession of arable land is not well-documented, there is evidence that it could be
leased and purchased and it appears that access to it may have depended on local traditions rather than royal edict. 30 Even Rostovtzeff,

otherwise a harsh critic of Egyptian society during the Ptolemaic period, concluded that there was no doubt about the existence of private
land and that in certain areas of the country, notably Upper Egypt,

'3 1
farmland was "freely sold, bought, mortgaged, bequeathed, etc."
The demotic conveyances of land differ in no way from sales of other

types of property such as houses. Because this conclusion is based on
demotic documents which reflect well-established Egyptian traditions,
land in other areas of the country might have been more widely available than has previously been argued. The latter category of land "in
release" ('t-v &OicEt y47) is not a fiscal or juridical one, but refers in
general to land not directly managed by the crown. 32 Most of the demotic sale texts further specified that the land, including garden and

building plots, was within the royal or temple domain, a traditional
means of indicating the location of the land. Ultimately, then, the
land was conceived as under the control of an institution, either as
land of the pharaoh (3b n pr-C/flaa1MKrr yi) or endowment land of a

god (btp-ntr n god's name/Ep& y?). Some texts from one location
(Pathyris) often do not indicate an "owning institution," but simply
state that the land is "in the northern quarter of Pathyris," 33 or is "ag29. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, p. 175.
30. At Gebelein, 3-h mrwl = y4 aTroop6poq ("gain-bearing land") was certainly in private
hands. The disputed land in the Asyut case was termed in one of the leases (P. BM 10597, 5) St
nt Irbt "land which produces emmer." For the correct reading of this phrase, see S.P. Vleeming,
"Notes on the Artabe in Pathyris," Enchoria 9 (1979): 95. In the Hermias dispute, we hear of a
priest of Ammon at Thebes who complained "about twenty arouras of grain-producing land,
which he stated that Apollonios the son of Damon had sold illegally to Harmais although they
were his own ancestral property." For the translation, see Roger S. Bagnall and Peter Derow,
Greek HistoricalDocuments: The Hellenistic Period (Chico, Ca.: Scholars Press, 1981), p. 183.
Jean Bingen, "Les Tensions structurelles de lasocidtd ptol6maique," in Atti del xvii congresso,
vol. 3 (Naples, 1984), p. 935, stressed the limited access of Greeks to grain-bearing land.
31. Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, vol. 1, p. 289.
32. See the comments by Eric Turner, Cambridge Ancient History (CAH), 2d ed., vol. 7,
part 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), p. 148 n. 83.
33. P. Adler 2, 5 (Griffith, The Adler Papyri (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1939), pp.
72-75).
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ricultural land" (..: mrwt). 34 The legal status of such land is unclear
and one wonders whether it was new land (and therefore without
prior claims by a temple or king) claimed by the Ptolemaic government on behalf of the garrison which was set up there.
Demotic private texts raise questions about the nature of "ownership" of the transferred property and the role of private land ownership in the economy. There has been considerable debate about the
existence of private property, both in the pharaonic period and later.
Some scholars have argued for private ownership forcefully:
could own farm land at all
It is well known that private individuals
35
periods of ancient Egyptian history.
proprit6 priv6e sous 'Ancien Empire ne fait aucun
L'existence
36
doute.
In the temple territories private ownership of land by members of
was a well-known institution in Saite and
the temple community
37
Persian times.
Others, including Wolfgang Helck, I.A. Stuchevsky and, for the Ptolemaic period, Stefan Grunert, argue that there was, properly speaking,
only institutional ownership of land.38 As Ward noted, 39 it is seemingly difficult to reconcile the two theories. It is also exceedingly diffi34. P. Adler 13, 3 (Griffith, The Adler Papyri, pp. 88-89). The Greek equivalent was y4
aroo6po. See P.W. Pestman, "Les archives privdes de Pathyris A 1'dpoque ptol-maique. La
famille de Pdtdharsemtheus, fils de Panebkhounis," PLBat 14 (1965): 80 n. 221.
35. Klaus Baer, "The Low Price of Land in Ancient Egypt," JARCE 1 (1962): 25. Cf.idem,
JAOS 83 (1963): 13.
36. Jacques Pirenne, Histoire des institutions et du droit privd de l'ancienne tgypte, 1 (Brussels: tdition de la Fondation 6gyptologique reine 8lisabeth, 1932), p. 206.
37. Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, vol. 3, p. 1380, n. 84.
38. Wolfgang Helck, Materialen zur Wirtschaftsgeschichte des neuen Reiches, vol. 2 (Mainz:
Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur, 1960), p. 237: "Alle Felder, die Privatpersonen
gehoren, sind letzten Endes Eigentum einer Institution, sei es Tempel oder Kbnig." Helck appears to be less strict in Wirtschaftgeschichtedes alten Agypten im 3. und 2. Jahrtausendvor Chr
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1975), p. 235, where he stated that although in the Old and Midde Kingdoms
land was "zugewiesene," the New Kingdom evidence suggests two types of private land. The
first is land given for maintenance of individuals, mostly soldiers, the second "gehen in daB voile
Eigentum des neuern Herm tiber." Cf.Katary's phrase, Land Tenure, p. 206 "relatively independent smallholders." I.A. Stuchevsky, "Data Derived from the Wilbour Papyrus and Other
Administrative Documents Relating to the Taxes Levied on the State ('Royal') Land Cultivators
in Egypt of the Ramesside Era," (In Russian) Vestnik drevnei historii (1974): 3-21. See the
summary by Jac. J. Janssen, BiOr (forthcoming); Katary, Land Tenure, p. 25. Stefan Grunert,
"Untersuchungen zum Haus- und Grundeigentum im ptolemiischen Agypten anhand der
demotischen Kaufvertrtige aus Theban," EAZ 20 (1978): 95-103; idem, "Agyptische Erscheinungsformen des Privateigentums zur Zeit der Ptolemter: Grundeigentum," Altorientische Forschungen 7 (1980): 52; idem, "Der Kodex Hermopolis-Ein Beispiel far die Bedeutung des
Eigentums bei der Ausbildung des Rechts im Alten Agypten," in Eigentum. Beitralge zu seiner
Entwicklung in politischen Gesellschaften. Werner Sellnow zum 70. Geburtstag(Weimar: Hermann Bdhlaus Nachfolger, 1987), p. 14.
39. Ward, "Some Aspects of Private Land Ownership," 63. Cf. the remarks by Barry J.
Kemp, "Temple and Town in Ancient Egypt," in Man, Settlement and Urbanism, ed. Peter J.
Ucko et al. (London: Duckworth, 1972), p. 672.
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cult to determine any meaningful definition that covers the whole of
Egyptian history. However, if the difference in genre of surviving
documentation is taken into account, the diverging theories may be
explained, if not reconciled. The public sources, such as the cadastral
survey contained in the famous Wilbour Papyrus, or, for the Ptolemaic
period, the Karnak ostracon that records a royally-imposed "census of
40
Egypt-field by field," represent the fiscal concerns of the king.
This was diametrically opposed to the purpose of private transactions
recorded on tomb walls and in private legal documents. 4 1 Using these
texts, Th6odorid6s concluded that:
From the evidence of documents of legal practice, so often damaged
and handed down in an incomplete form in funerary inscriptions, it
thus appears that private property did indeed exist, that it was trans-

ferrable ....

42

Many scholars have assumed that the existence of private documents of land conveyance implies that private ownership of land existed. Before the rise of the demotic language, real conveyances
outside of the family were rare. The rise in the importance of the
written document no doubt increased a sense of sanctioned private
possession in the later periods of Egyptian history.4 3 It must be
stressed that the demotic documents should be used with caution
when attempting to define an "Egyptian" concept of ownership, since
demonstrably real transfers of land outside of the family were still limited in number.
TOWARD A DEFINITION OF OWNERSHIP

Most legal historians define ownership as the right to exclusive
enjoyment of a thing. An owner is:
he who has dominion of a thing, real or personal, corporeal or incorporeal, which he has a right to enjoy and do with as he pleases,
even to spoil or destroy it, as far as the law permits, unless he44is
prevented by some agreement or covenant which restrains him.
40. A translation of the Karnak ostracon is given in Stanley M. Burstein, The Hellenistic
Age from the Battle of Ipsos to the Death of Kleopatra VII (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1985), pp. 122-23.
41. On the nature of the Wilbour papyrus, see the comments by Baer, "The Low Price of
Land," 40 n. 98; William F. Edgerton, JAOS 70 (1950): 299-304; H.W. Fairman, JEA 39 (1953):
119; Katary, Land Tenure, pp. 1-28.
42. Th~odorid~s, "The Concept of Law in Ancient Egypt," p. 292.
43. See P.W. Pestman, "Le drmotique comme langue juridique," PLBat 23 (1985):
198-203. For general considerations, see Jack Goody, The Logic of Writing and the Organization
of Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. 155.
44. Black's Law Dictionary, 5th ed. (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1979), p. 996.
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But attendant on this definition is the notion of a public recognition of
rights in land or of rights of usufruct of the land.4 5 There was no such
legal recognition in pharaonic Egypt; we might be seeing an inchoative recognition in the Ptolemaic period. In pharaonic Egypt, the bulk
of the land was divided nominally into land of the pharaoh and land of
the temple with the king maintaining theoretical interest in temple
land by virtue of his divine status, which gave him primacy in all local
cults. 46 This "ownership" of the land by virtue of divine status was, at
times, formally expressed in a group of hieroglyphic texts known as
land donation stela that, at the top of the inscription, depict the king
offering land to a divinity; at the same time, the actual donation recorded in the text was by an individual to a local temple.47 Thus, we
can see two operative levels of Egyptian property theory. On one
level is the king, the theological head of every cult and divine representative on earth; on the other level is the practical day-to-day working of the land with individual holders of the land. Thus, a landowning institution placed small plots of land at the disposal of individuals for their use without losing control of the land. There was a constant struggle between private and royal/temple interests. 48 Both
private parties and temples held claims on the same land. Also, the
pharaoh retained both a theoretical interest and a real one, since taxes
were collected on all land. 49 If surveys recorded only institutional
land, the surviving written records may be missing large bodies of
data. Privately-held land may not have appeared in the official registers because it was, "par nature, 6trang~re[s] Ala fiscalit6 fonci~re."'50
The terms "ownership" and "possession" as applied to landholding in Egypt have occasioned much discussion as indeed they have in
45. On this legal distinction in the Anglo-American legal system, see Lawrence M. Friedman, A History of American Law (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1973), p. 51.
46. See the summary by Hermann Kees, Ancient Egypt: A Cultural Topography, ed. T.G.H.
James, trans. Ian F.D. Morrow (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), pp. 61-74.
47. Anthony Leahy, "Two Donation Stelae of Necho II," RdE 34 (1982-83): 79.
48. Jac. J. Janssen, "The Role of the Temple in the Egyptian Economy During the New
Kingdom," in State and Temple Economy in the Ancient Near East, vol. 2, ed. Edward Lipifiski

(Leuven: Departement Oridntalistiek, 1979), p. 509, stresses the importance of not artificially
dividing the temple and the pharaoh into two separate entities. The economic interrelationships
were stressed by Kemp, "Temple and Town in Ancient Egypt," pp. 657-80.
49. See the comments by David O'Connor, "New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period,
1552-664 B.C.," in Ancient Egypt: A Social History, ed. B.G. Trigger et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 226-27.
50. Gasse, Nouvelles donnes, p. 213. Alternatively, one might posit the existence of separate registers of private land, assuming the Wilbour papyrus recorded, in the main, temple lands.

See William F. Edgerton, "The Commentary," review of The Wilbour Papyrus, by Alan H. Gardiner, vol. 2, JAOS 70 (1950): 301. I owe the reference to the kindness of Professor Edward F.
Wente of the University of Chicago.
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other societies. The difficulty arises because of the vagueness of the
two terms in pre-Roman Egypt: along the property continuum it is
virtually impossible to pinpoint, or to distinguish between, absolute
ownership, limited ownership, and simple possession. 5 1 The perspective of the text with which one is dealing makes a considerable difference. If we use Hohfeld's system of analysis, we may conceive of
property as a relationship between parties.5 2 To speak of "ownership"
or "property" in land is to say that a party has a bundle of rights,
privileges, powers, and immunities relative to the land. A man has a
"claim," or a "privilege" in the land, and, at the same time, another
party, who stands in some relationship to party A, has a "duty" not to
interfere. It is determining the relationship that is key. The situation
in pharaonic Egypt, as in other cultures, was such that many parties
maintained, concurrently, an interest in a plot of land. 5 3 Historians
must be careful, then, in simply referring to ownership, or the lack
thereof, of land. The two basic sets of relationships that the Egyptian
documents evidence are set out in Figure 1.
Public Records
"Hierarchical"
multiple interests

Private Legal Instrument
."Horizontal"
single exclusionary interest

Pharaoh,as divine representative on
earth
Party A
Royal land
x
agents of the king

Party B

temple land
priests

small farmers
Figure 1. The two fundamental types of relationships in Egyptian documents.
51. For a comparative analysis of the evolution of "full private ownership," see V.G.
Kiernan, "Private Property in History," in Family and Inheritance: Rural Society in Western Europe, 1200-1800, ed. Jack Goody et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), pp.
361-98.
52. Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld, FundamentalLegal Conceptions as Applied in JudicialReasoning, ed. Walter Wheeler Cook, with a new foreword by Arthur L. Corbin (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1964 [1919]). See also E. Adamson Hoebel, "Fundamental Legal Concepts as
Applied in the Study of Primitive Law," Yale L.J. 51 (1942): 951-66; Stephen R. Munzer, A
Theory of Property (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), pp. 16-20.
53. A.W.B. Simpson, A History of The Land Law, 2d ed. (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1986), pp. 1-24.
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In public records such as cadastral surveys, one will readily observe a hierarchical structure of interdependent institutions and people, with the king at the top having theoretically absolute control over
all land. There were royal officials having authority over (r bt) large
tracts of land that were given in smaller plots to local officials to administer. The land was "in the possession of" (m-dr.t lit. "in the hand
54
of") the official.
In private conveyances of real property, a horizontal relationship
between two parties is established between vendor and purchaser.
The texts were intended to cede interest in the property by one party
and thereby guarantee exclusive control to the other party. These private documents, which occur as early as the Old Kingdom (ca. 2600
B.C.), reflect careful distinctions between privately- or publicly-held
land. 55 High officials such as Metjen in the Fourth Dynasty, or Apollonios in the third century B.C., controlled large estates in land consist57
ing of both types. 56 In both of these cases the tenure was precarious.
The rise of the demotic legal instrument in the seventh century
B.C. may have influenced the legal conception of ownership. Demotic
terminology, to be sure, suggests a well-developed sense of private
ownership. Whether or not it was required at all times to transfer
property by legal instrument, we cannot argue on the basis of surviving textual evidence that land in private hands was limited. Each socalled family archive that has come down to us is limited in scope and
centered around a particular theme. No one archive was concerned
with the total wealth of an individual. The practice of fragmenting
personal holdings in real property as a risk-reduction strategy, a practice still very much in evidence in modem Egypt, makes the picture
even more complicated. 58
54. For the terminology, see Katary, Land Tenure, p. 188. For the phrase m-idr.t, see Aristide Th6odorids, "La notion dgyptienne de possession exprimn par la locution prdpositive mdc," RdE 22 (1970): 139-54.

55. Bernadette Menu and Ibrahim Harari, "La notion de propridtd privd dans l'ancien Empire dgyptien," CRIPEL 2 (1974): 127-54.
56. On Metjen's tomb inscription at Saqqara, see Karin Barbara Gddecken, Eine Betrachtung der Inschriften des Meten im rahmen der Sozialen und Rechtlichen Stellung von Privatleuten
im agyptischen alten Reich, Agyptologische Abhandlungen, vol. 29 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1976). His biography records that he purchased 200 Old Kingdom arouras, the
equivalent of 4000 acres. The literature on the estate of Apollonios is large. See the recent
analysis by Claude Orrieux, Les Papyrus de Zenon: L'Horizon d'un grec en Egypte au file sidcle
avant J.C. (Paris: 8ditions Macula, 1983).

57. Klaus Baer, "An Eleventh Dynasty Farmer's Letters to His Family," JAOS 83 (1963):
13.

58. A.A. Beshai, "Systems of Agricultural Production in Middle and Upper Egypt," in The
Agriculture of Egypt, ed. G.M. Craig (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 271.
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The demotic papyri that concern the transfer of land are
predominantly transfers of temple land in Upper Egypt by Egyptians,
or by individuals with status designations that bind them in some way
to the temples. 59 Therefore, the picture of landholding patterns that
one can reconstruct from documents from Upper Egypt differs markedly from that of the Fayum region. 60 Since so much of the land in the
Fayum was administered directly by the crown, it follows that most
farmers were directly attached to the crown through leases of crown
land or through sub-leases (via Cleruchs who leased out their land to
Egyptian cultivators) of crown land. 61 By contrast, the economic influence of temples in Upper Egypt, which controlled vast tracts of the
land in the Nile valley, meant that individuals were only indirectly tied
to the crown. The demotic documents underscore that the Ptolemaic
economic system was not uniform throughout the country, and that
older, pre-Ptolemaic traditions continued in the Egyptian countryside,
at least to some extent, after the introduction of the "royal" economy
of the early Ptolemies. 62 Therefore, within the context of temple
property, a different mode of land tenure prevailed that was not substantially altered by the Ptolemies.
The subject of landholding and agriculture is a predominant one
in Egyptian non-literary texts, but recorded transfers of land in Egyptian history are rare even in the later periods when more documentation is available. Therefore, while the number of demotic documents
that concern agriculture or land use is large (in the form of leases, tax
receipts, petitions concerning disputes . . .), the number of conveyances is small. However, the movement of property across generations of the same family was quite common in all periods of Egyptian
history, and may have been effected by means other than written contract. As a result, the number of demotic conveyances that have sur59. See the table listing the holders of temple land and royal land in the third century B.C.

and the second/first centuries B.c. in W. Peremans, "8gyptiens et 6trangers dans l'agriculture," p.
128.
60. Rostovtzeff. Studien zur Geschichte des rbmischen Kolonates, pp. 13-38; Jane Langhome Rowlandson, "Landholding in the Oxyrhynchite Nome, 30 B.C. - A.D. 300" (D. Phil. thesis,
Oxford University, 1983), 27-28.
61. See the remarks of Jane Rowlandson, "Freedom and Subordination in Ancient Agriculture: The Case of the Basilikoi Georgoi of Ptolemaic Egypt," History of Political Thought 6
(1985): 329.
62. The recent, critical analysis by Turner, CAH 7, part 1, pp. 135-59, stressed the impor-

tance of Ptolemy II Philadelphos as the creator of the "royal economy" of Ptolemaic Egypt. A

critique of Turner may now be found in Alan E. Samuel, The Shifting Sands of History: Interpretations of Ptolemaic Egypt, Publications of the Association of Ancient Historians, vol. 2 (Lanhan:
University Press of America, 1989), pp. 8-9.
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vived may not be indicative of the actual frequency of property
transfer.
The paucity of demotic land conveyance instruments has raised
questions about the importance of private land holding in the overall
native economy of Ptolemaic Egypt. Although agricultural wealth
was the economic engine in Egypt, the importance of private landholding was downplayed by Janet Johnson, who concluded that
"landed property represented a relatively small percentage of the
wealth which Egyptians possessed.

' 63

The small number of land con-

veyance documents that survive tends to support this suggestion (I
count seventy-nine for the three hundred years of the Ptolemaic period). An argument ex silentio can be tendentious, but I would argue
that the transfer of land outside of the family by document may have
been rare since the possession of land was so basic to one's livelihood.
Certainly intra-family transfer was effected by other forms of transfer
such as the division document. The documents that have been preserved, rather than reflecting the normal mode of transfer, might in
fact record unusual circumstances.
The corpus of demotic land transfer texts is in fact a heterogeneous collection of documents recording many different types of legal
transactions. Therefore, economic trends should not be culled from
them. For example, the number of demotic land transfer texts is not
sufficient to make statistically valid conclusions. Taken as a group,
they tend to contradict the conclusions reached by Tony Reekmans
(based on the Greek papyri alone?) that an increase of land sale activities in the second and first centuries B.C. resulted from the economic
conditions at the end of the third century B.C.64 The number of third
century demotic conveyances cannot be interpreted as resulting from
economic duress.
REAL CONVEYANCE

The type of transfer of possession by demotic instrument existed
in two basic forms: permanent (sales, gifts, exchanges, and donations)
and temporary (leases). Put another way, demotic instruments of
transfer might record either the physical transfer of a piece of prop63. Janet H. Johnson, "The Role of the Egyptian Priesthood in Ptolemaic Egypt," in
Egyptological Studies in Honor of Richard A. Parker,ed. Leonard H. Lesko (Hanover, N.H.:

University Press of New England, 1986), p. 78. Cf.also Stefan Grunert, "Agyptische Erscheinungsformen des Privateigentums zur Zeit der Ptolemaer: Liturgietage," ZAS 106 (1979): 60-79.
64. Tony Reekmans, "Economic and Social Repercussions of the Ptolemaic Copper Inflation," CdE 24 (1949): pp. 324-42.
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erty, the transfer of usufruct, or an agreement to transfer at some future date. This latter type was used to effect loans, or to insure that a
desired individual would inherit a specified piece of property. A conveyance required the vendor to write two documents, a sh dbDR hd,
"document in exchange for money," and a sh (n) wy, "document of
being far," in favor of the purchaser. In "real" conveyances, both documents were drawn up on the same day by a scribe at the local temple
and were accompanied by a list of sixteen names of witnesses on the
verso of each document. The documents could be made on separate
sheets of papyri or, as in the case of the Hauswaldt papyri,65 on the
same sheet of papyrus. In the latter case, the sh (n) wy was always to
the left of the sh db3 bd. There is a tendency in transfers of important
property to write the two identically dated documents. 66 It is quite
clear that the documents had different functions and that both were
needed to record a real transfer.
sh (n) wy gift swap

sb db] hd + sh (n) wy

sh dbn hd

sb dny.t p9

real conveyance

pledge

family division

cession

22

30

5

10

&
other
6

6

Figure 2. Land conveyance documents from Upper Egypt
during the Ptolemaic period by class
The sh dbD' bd acknowledged the receipt of a sale price (swn n
.hi) with which the vendor is satisfied (mtr). From the modem legal
standpoint, therefore, the demotic instruments were not "contracts"
recording an agreement, but, rather, a record of a settled
transaction. 67 It is for this reason that the actual price of the sale was
normally not recorded; indeed the price was irrelevant to the legal
65. Wilhelm Spiegelberg, Die demotischen Papyri Hauswaldt: Vertrage der ersten Hlifte der
Ptolemdlerzeit (Ptolemaios II-IV) aus Apollinopolis (Edfu) (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1913); Manning, The Conveyance of Real Property, passim.
66. For two abnormal hieratic examples of this phenomenon, see the plates of P. Turin 246
and 247 published by Eugene Revillout, Quelques textes ddmotiques archa'ques (Paris: Imprimerie Tdqui, 1895). See also the comments of E.A.E. Reymond, Catalogue of Demotic Papyri
in the Ashmolean Museum, vol. 1, Embalmers' Archives from Hawara (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973), p. 98; Erwin Seidl, Ptolemaische Rechtsgeschichte, Agyptologische Forschungen,
vol. 22 (Gltickstadt: J.J. Augustin, 1962), p. 118.
67. On this distinction between a contract and the written instrument which records it, see
Richard Holton Pierce, Three Demotic Papyri in the Brooklyn Musuem: A Contribution to the
Study of Contracts and their Instruments in Ptolemaic Egypt (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1972),
p. 83.
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relationship established by the document between vendor and
purchaser. 68 Rather, the import of these documents was that they
gave proof of legal title to the property in question. 69 The functional
importance of the conveyance clauses was to indicate that a
satisfactory compensation was given to the vendor in exchange for the
commodity transferred. 70 The documents, no matter in whose name
they were originally drawn up, were passed down to the purchaser so
that he might prove that the property was validly purchased and that
his title was "clear" (wb). In the transfer document, the following
phrase shows that earlier documents giving the history of the
transmission of the property and the new transfer documents were
handed over to the purchaser:
[y]ours is every document which was made concerning it (scil. the
property) and every document which was made for me concerning
documents and its new documents in any house
it. Yours are its old
71
in which they are.
In the absence of this clause, one text explicitly stated:
iw/y ty n//t p3 sh clb3 hjd p:? sh wy Jrf
n//y r t.D dny.t pg.t p3 Rh. nt h ry

68. The sale price is mentioned in sales of land recorded in Greek papyri. See e.g., Elkan
Nathan Adler et al., ed., The Adler Papyri (London: Oxford University Press), G1 p. 11., where
a sale of seven cubits of land for one talent and 2,000 drachmae of copper coinage is noted.
69. In showing the importance of the written, Dorothy J. Thompson, Memphis Under the
Ptolemies (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988), pp. 159-60, cited P. Louvre 2414, 5a-6:
"Do not disdain your papyrus document, (even) when to have force they are too old." In
contrast, one might cite the rather more cynical passage in P. Onchsheshonqy 18/6: "If you are
powerful cast your documents into the river. If you are weak, cast them (there) also."
70. On this concept of "notwendige Entgeltlichkeit," see Erwin Seidl, Agyptische
Rechtsgeschichte der Saiten- und Perserzeit, pp. 40-45; Eugene Cruz-Uribe, Saite and Persian
Demotic Cattle Documents: A Study in Legal Forms and Principlesin Ancient Egypt, ASP, vol.
26 (Chico, Ca.: Scholars Press, 1985), p. 79. Criticism of Seidl's views have been expressed by
Hans Julius Wolff, "Zum Prinzip der notwendigen Entgeltlichkeit," in Festschrift far Erwin Seidl
zum 70. Geburtstag (Cologne: Peter Hanstein Verlag, 1975), pp. 231-41.
71. P. Hauswaldt la, 7. The clause is lacking from Lower Egyptian documents. See KarlTheodor Zauzich, Die agyptische Schreibertraditionin Aufbau, Sprache und Schrift der demotischen Kaufvertrdge aus ptolemaischer Zeit, Agyptologische Abhandlungen (Wiesbaden: Otto
Pestman, "Some Aspects of
Harrassowitz, 1968), p. 141, clause 7a. See the discussion by P.W.
Egyptian Law," pp. 281-301; Cruz-Uribe, CattleDocuments, p. 70 . The earliest complete attestation of the phrase is contained in P. Louvre E 7128 (510 B.c., Thebes), (published by Michel
Malinine, Choix de Textes juridiques, en hidratique anormal et enddmotique (xxve - xxviie dynasties) (Paris: Librairie anciene honor Champion, 1953), pp. 85-88). One such example of the
use of an "old document" is P. Berlin 3114 (published by Stefan Grunert, Thebanische Kaufvertrage des 3. und 2. Jahrhundertsv. it Z. (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1981)). Written above and to
the left of the witness list on the verso is the phrase: p3 sh_ is n p3'C.wy nt h.iry (?) "the old
document of the above-mentioned (?) house." This sales document might have been brought as
evidence in the famous Hermias dispute.
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I will give to you the sale document (and) the cession document
which he (scil. the previous vendor) made
72 for me concerning the
half share of the land mentioned above.

In the case of property being split up, a copy of a document proving
proper title might be drawn up many years after the original sale. This
situation is found in P. Turin 6081,73 where a woman divided a plot of
land with her brother in the proportion of one-third to two-thirds.
When she received her share of the inheritance, probably at the time
of her marriage, a sh dny.t p§ "document of division" was drawn up
for her by her brother. In turn, she presumably wrote out a division
agreement for her brother promising not to interfere with her
brother's share. In addition to the division agreement, her brother
also made a copy (b[.t]) for his sister of the sh dbg hd document by

which their father had originally obtained the land. 74 After the stipulation of the regnal year and eponymous priest protocol (placed at the
beginning of the text as a means of dating), the sh dbg hd document
continued with the verb "to say," followed in the so-called "objective
style" by the names of both parties:
Vendor [so-and-so son of so-and-so whose mother is so-and-so] has
declared to buyer [so-and-so son of so-and-so whose mother is soand-so] ....

On the verso of the document, behind the verb "to say," the witness
list was written, thus graphically recording the fact that the witnesses
had testified to the words agreed to. 75 These transactions, then, were
publicly recorded as similar agreements were under Roman law.76 A
description of the property is given, usually specifying the administrative category (I=I.
n pr-s3 or htp-ntr) of land, the general location of
the plot ("in the field X"), and then the neighbors of the plot, normally given in the sequence South-North-East-West. 77 These bound72. P. Rylands 15b, 4 (Francis Ll. Griffith, Catalogue of the Demotic Papyri in the John
Rylands Library Manchester (PRylands), vol. 3 (Manchester: University Press, 1909), p. 267).
73. Giuseppe Botti, L'Archivio demotico da Deir EI-Medineh (Florence: Felice Le Monnier, 1967), text 4.
74. See P.W. Pestman, "Fureter dans les papiers de Toto s: Archives familiales grecquesd6motiques de Turin," PLBat 23 (1985), 147.
75. P.W. Pestman, "L'Agoranomie: un avante-poste de l'Administration grecque enlev6
par les tgyptiens?" in Das Ptolemaische Agypten, ed. Herwig Maehler and Michael Volker
Strocka (Mainz: Philipp von Zabenr, 1978), p. 203. For a discussion of the sign itself, see M.A.
Nur-el-Din, "The Sign Heading the List of Witnesses in Demotic Legal Texts," MDAIK 37
(1981): 383-88; Pestman, PLBat, p. 79.
76. Barry Nicholas, An Introduction to Roman Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962), p.
103.
77. The traditional order of the cardinal points was S-N-W-E. For general considerations,
see Georges Posener, "Sur L'orientation et l'ordre des points cardinaux," Gtttinger Vortrdge
vom Agyptologischen Kolloquium der Akademie, ed. Siegfried Schott, Nachrichten der
Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen. Philologisch-Historische Klasse, vol. 1 (Gottingen:
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ary descriptions are extremely valuable in studying the change of
possession of plots of land in an area. 78 A change in the name of the
holder would directly indicate a change in possession. This turnover
in possession may have been even greater considering that there was a
tendency in Egypt for a plot of land to be called after79an old holder of
the plot long after title had passed to someone else.
The vendor stated that he has received the complete "price" of
the land, 80 that he has no further right to the property, and that he will
expel any third party who might lay claim to the property. In the case
of a contingent third-party interest, an "assent declaration" ("Beitrittserklarung") clause was inserted at the end of the sh dbnn bd and sh
(n) wy documents to guarantee the purchaser that a party who had a
prior claim has agreed to the sale. 8 ' Makers of this declaration of asvan den Hoeck & Ruprecht, 1965), pp. 69-78. On the administrative practice of surveying S-NE-W, see Meeks, Donations, p. 139. A text from Edfu, P. Cairo 50150 + 50155, dating from the
reign of Nectenebo I, 378-360 B.c., gives the boundaries of a house in the order S-N-W-E. See
Eugene Cruz-Uribe, "A 30th Dynasty Document of Renunciation from Edfu," Enchoria 13
(1985): 45. Cf. P. Turin 6104, 7 (=Botti, Archivio, text 28), in which the boundaries are given SN-W (corrected from E)-E. At times, a circular order S-E-N-W was used, e.g. P. BM 10026, in
which one of the houses is given boundaries in that order. See S.R.K. Glanville, "Notes on a
Demotic Papyrus from Thebes (BM 10026)," in Essays and Studies Presented to Stanley Arthur
Cook, ed. D. Winton Thomas (London: Taylor's Foreign Press, 1950), p. 64. Proof that makers
of witness-copies simply copied out what was written by the professional scribe is shown by the
fact that all three makers of the copies in this case also gave the boundaries in the unusual order.
See Andrews, Catalogue, p. 21 n. 45.
78. Caution is sometimes warranted, however, by the fact that some scribes record boundaries which were decades out of date. See the comments by P.W. Pestman, "'Public Protests' in
the Demotic Family Archive of Pchorchonsis," in Miscelldnia PapirogicaRamon Roca-Puig en
el seu vuitantd anniversari,ed. SebastiA Janeras (Barcelona: Fundaci6 Salvador Vives Casajuana,
1987), p. 280 n. 25.
79. Grunert, "Erscheinungsformen," 69. On plots of land retaining the names of former
owners, see Danielle Bonneau, Le fisc et le Nil Incidences des irrdgularitsde la crue du Nil sur
la fiscalitd fonciere dans l'A4gypte grecque et romaine (Paris: tditions Cujas, 1971), p. 311 n. 11;
Friedrich Zucker, "Beobachtungen zu den permanenten Klerosnamen," in Studien zur Papyrologie und antiken Wirtschaftsgeschichte (Bonn: Rudolf Hubelt Verlug, 1964), pp. 101-06; S.R.K.
Glanville, Catalogueof Demotic Papyri in the British Museum, vol. 1, A Theban Archive of the
Reign of Ptolemy 1,Soter (Great Britain: Oxford University Press, 1939). p. lii; George R.
Hughes and Charles F. Nims, "Some Observations on the British Museum Demotic Theban
Archive," AJSL 57 (1940): 244; H.S. Smith, "'Another Witness-Copy Document from the
Fayyfam," JEA 44 (1958): 90. Cf.P. BM 10591vo, 7, 18 (Herbert Thompson, ed., A Family
Archive from Siut (Great Britain: Oxford University Press, 1934), pp. 26-27) - the name of a
storehouse at Siut, although owned completely by Petetum son of Tuot, is called "the storehouse
of Matrai son of Ebe" and P. Phil 2, 2 (Mustafa EI-Amir, A Family Archive from Thebes (Cairo:
General Organisation for Government Printing Offices, 1959), p. 7) "the house of Kludj the
carrier which is in the possession of the joiner of the Temple of Amun, Phib, son of Djwfachi, son
of Pasemtey."
80. The verb used to express the receipt of the full sales price was mh, "to complete, fill." It
is interesting to compare the Sumerian sale documents of the Ur III period which use a similar
verb in the same context. See Piotr Steinkeller, Sale Documents of the Ur-IlI-Period(Stuttgart:
Franz Steiner Verlag, 1989), p. 13.
81. Josef Partsch, in Kurt Sethe and Josef Partsch, Demotische Urkunden zum tigyptischen
Bargschaftsrechte, vorztaglich der Ptolemtirzeit, Abhandlungen der Philologisch-Historischen
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sent would normally be the wife or co-heir of the vendor. In the case
of children being under age, a parent could make the declaration on
their behalf.82 The form of this clause was normally as follows:
title+ name dd §p p' sh nt hry r hrwll
[vendor's name] r mt.t nb nt hry hgtiy
mtr n4mw irlly
<p=y/,w hp> n ssw nb iwt sh nb

So-and-so says: Receive the document (written) above at the request of [the vendor] concerning everything. My heart is satisfied
with them. Let me do <their rights>- [i.e. I will not violate 83
the legal
rights established for you] on any day without subterfuge.
The formula of the sf2 (n) wy document is similar to the sf2 db== hd
document, but begins by explicitly stating that the vendor is "far"
from the purchaser with regard to the rights of the property being
transferred. This document thus served to declare that the vendor
quit any future claim to the property and reinforced the purchaser's
rights established by the sib db' hd. Known as an "anticipatory dispute document," 84 it pre-empted a future dispute over the rights being
transferred by renouncing any right to sue the new owner over the
property, and had nothing at all to do with the transfer of property per
se. If a dispute arose over a property transfer and the dispute came
before a tribunal, a losing party was forced to write out a sf2 (n) wy
ceding any claim to the property. Such a case lies behind P. BM
10380A. 85 It became an essential element of Ptolemaic sales. However, there are many surviving land transfers that preserve either a sh
db: hd or a sh (n) wy alone. In two unusual cases, because the scribe
incorporated clauses of the sf2 (n) wy into the sf2 dbD bd document,
we may surmise that transfer of the property in question was effected
by means of a single document rather than the expected two. This was
less the result of a new legal form than a local scribal change due to
the political circumstances of the time.8 6 Therefore, sh dbm' .dcan, at
Klasse der Shichsischen Akademie der wissenschaften (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1920), pp.
683-711; Pestman, "Les archives privdes de Pathyris A l'6poque ptol6maique," 63 n. 114; idem,
Marriageand MatrimonialProperty in Ancient Egypt A Contribution to Establishing the Legal
Position of the Woman, PLBat 9 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1961), pp. 46-47. The famous Asyut trial
turned on the question of making this declaration. See further, below.
82. Pestman, "Fureter dans les papiers de Totoes," 148.
83. P. Hauswaldt 9a, 9-10. The declarer was in this case the husband of the vendor.
84. Schafik Allam, "Bemerkungen zur Abstandschrift," Enchoria 13 (1985): 2. Cf.Seidl,
Ptolemaische Rechtsgeschichte, p. 118.
85. The fact that a dispute of some kind was at issue is secured by the losing party in the
dispute, P.-2r-p8-mwt, declaring at the end of the text "these are the neighbors of your land ...
concerning which I have been in dispute with you." For the translation and the publication of
the text, see Andrews, Catalogue, text 45.
86. The texts, P. Carnarvon 1 and 2, date from the reign of Horwennefer, one of the autonomous rulers of Thebes during the years when Thebes broke loose from Alexandrian control. For
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times, be used singly to effect a transfer. One such special use of sh
dbg hw documents was in the context of a family transfer, or perhaps
better, a pledge of property to take effect upon the death of the donor. P. Philadelphia 2,87 for example, is a sale of a house by a woman.
The penultimate clause in the text, in recapitulating the item being
sold, mentions that the sale did not include a small parcel of land,
which will be divided between her two children, and "for which she
wrote a sh dbE hd in regnal year six (of Phillip Arrhidaeus)," that is,
five years previously.
There is additional evidence that real transfers could take place
by sh dbD hd alone. In P. Louvre 9416,88 a woman sold to a Greek
man three arouras of land that she had acquired from another Greek
seven years earlier by sh db' hd. In the new conveyance likewise,
only a sh db hd was drawn up. A real conveyance had certainly
taken place by sh dbD' hd alone since the woman was now transferring
the land herself.
It is clear that the English word "sale" does not cover all of the
uses of either the sh db' hd or the sh (n) wy instruments. Therefore,
the transaction is more properly referred to as a "conveyance" or a
"transfer."8 9 The instruments, separately or in tandem, were used for
a variety of transactions where property was involved. Some texts
that apparently are real transfers of property, which are either sh dbD
b.d or s/i (n) wy documents alone, incorporate unusual phraseology in
them that might have substituted for the companion document. Just
as in the Carnarvon Papyri, P. Rylands 19 + 2490 must be explained in
this light. As Pierce 9' reconstructed the events, two men drew up a sh
db- hd and a si (n) wy document in 118 B.C. concerning a "one third
share of high land in the high land.., which reached us in the name of
PN, our father" of which only the sh db3 bd survives (P. Rylands 19).
Five years later, a sale tax was paid on the property, which was recorded at the foot of P. Rylands 19, and the two sisters of the brothers
re-confirm the conveyance in P. Rylands 24.92 This second text is
the unusual legal formula in P. Berlin 3104 + 3105 (Grunert, Thebanische Kaufvertrage), see the
comments by Schafik Allam, Enchoria 15 (1985): 1-5.
87. EI-Amir, Family Archive, pp. 7-12.
88. Didier Devauchelle, "Le Papyrus D6motique Louvre E 9416: Une Vente de Terrain,"
BIFAO 87 (1987): 161-65, pl. 27.
89. Cf.Smith, "Another Witness-Copy Document from the Fayyfim," 87 n. 3. In this I am
in complete agreement with Steinkeller, Sale Documents of the Ur-IlI-Period,p. 140 n. 402.
90. Griffith, PRylands, vol. 3, pp. 147, 276, 153, 281 respectively.
91. Three Brooklyn Papyri, pp. 118-19.
92. This text, having only eight witnesses on the verso, was written by the same scribe who
wrote P. Rylands 19.
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merely a confirmation, perhaps the functional equivalent of the "assent declaration" clause sometimes recorded at the end of sh db= bd
documents. 93 Although these instruments of conveyance, then,
demonstrate a strong Egyptian sense of ownership, the actual vocabulary used was not a specialized legal kind.
DEMOTIC TERMS FOR POSSESSION

There was little technical legal terminology regarding rights in
land or indeed other types of property. Often, land was simply
termed "in the possession of" someone (hr lit. "under"). 94 In Egyptian terms, property rights were based upon control of the propertyone "exercised control" (Jr sby) over property to the exclusion of
others. 95 In demotic marriage agreements, the husband had the rights
of use (sybf) over property brought into the household by the wife,
while the wife maintained a right of future disposal (gy lit. "fate") over
that property. 96 There are frequent attestations of children having
possession of their father's land. 97 The Hermopolis "code" frequently
used the term nb :h "possessor of field" when referring to the possessor of land, 98 but although the term does refer to a private person, the
modern term "owner" ("EigentUmer") may not be appropriate. 99
Greek terminology for possession/use and ownership were often in93. For another example of sih(n) wy document used to confirm a prior transfer, see the
remarks by H.S. Smith concerning P. BM 10616 & 10750 in "Another Witness-Copy Document
from the Fayyflm," 88-89.
94. For the phrase nt 11r, "in the possession of," "genutzt dutch," see Grunert, "Erscheinungsformen," 68; E. Boswinkel and P.W. Pestman, Textes Grecs, Ddmotiques et Bilingues,
PLBat 19 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1978), p. 203, who equated the term with the Greek Kpametv,
suggest that the demotic term designated possession rather than "ownership." It seems that
heirs were often given property this way during the life of the testator.
95. For the term, see Cruz-Uribe. Cattle Documents, pp. 56-57; P. HLC, 9/31.
96. See Pestman, Marriageand Matrimonial Property in Ancient Egypt, pp. 99-100; idem,
Recueil, vol. 2, p. 71 n. (r); Erich Ltlddeckens, Agyptische Ehevertrdge, Agyptologische Abhandlungen, vol. 1 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1960), pp. 314-15. On 9()y, see Jan
Quaegebeur, Le dieu dgyptien Shai dans la religion et l'onomastique, OLA, vol. 2 (Leuven: Leuyen University Press, 1975), pp. 58-62.
97. Sh NN nt hr ngy='f hrtw "the field of so-and-so which is in the possession of his children." See Katary, Land Tenure, p. 16.
98. Girgis Mattha, The Demotic Legal Code of Hermopolis West, BdE, vol. 45 (Cairo: Institut frangais d'archdologie orientale, 1975), p. 138. Cf. the phrase p3 §mw n nb ih "The crop
of plot holder." nb Eh is otherwise used to translate the technical term for the holder of a military plot of land: Kb7omo;.
99. Erwin Seidl, Bodennutzung und Bodenpacht nach den demotischen Texten der
Ptolemaerzeit (Vienna: Verlag der 0sterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1973), pp.
14-16. A different interpretation has been suggested by Bernadette Menu, Recherches, p. 104,
who claims that the term nb gh in the code might refer to the king himself or his agents.
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terchanged, indicating that ancient legal terms do not fit neatly into
our modem juridical ones. 100
Land transfer papyri from the Ptolemaic period unequivocally
demonstrate the movement of property within the family. The desire
of the ancient Egyptians to see property passed down to the rightful
heirs in an orderly manner is a common theme in literary texts. 10 1 If a
rightful heir was not able to succeed to the possession of land, another
member inherited. P. Carnarvon 1 and 2 demonstrate the movement
of small parcels of land within the family.102 In the first document,
Senobastis sold to her cousin Psenesis a 1/64 aroura empty plot
around her house that she had inherited from her father. Psenesis
already held land with his brother Paos III to the north. The situation
in the second text reflects a transfer of land when the rightful heir of
Paos the elder, Pa-neit, died before a settlement was made. The property therefore is divided between Pachnumis, the other son of Paos
the elder, Pa-neit's brother, and the grandson of Paos, Paos III. The
plot "reached him in the name of his father Pa-neit."'1 03 Paos III already held land to the north of this plot. An assent declaration was
made by the two sons of Pachnumis, declining any future claim that
they might have had to some of the land through their father. We thus
see in these two texts that the families of two brothers, who lived in
close proximity, and at least three of whom bore the title "herdsman,
servant of Amun," made settlements with each other over land that
originally belonged to Paos I the elder.

100. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 230-31. See also Moses 1. Finley,
Studies in Land and Credit in Ancient Athens 500-200 B.c., The Horos-Inscriptions (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1951), p. 204; Alison Burford, Land and Labor in the
Greek World (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), pp. 15-55.
101. A. Leahy, RdE 34 (1982-83): 89; M. Smith, PBM 10507, p. 64 with bibliography.
102. The texts were found by Howard Carter in a sealed jar in a vaulted tomb dating to the

Ptolemaic period at Gurna, western Thebes. For a report of the find, see Wilhelm Spiegelberg in
the Earl of Carnarvon and Howard Certer, Five Years' Explorations at Thebes: A Record of

Work Done 1907-1911 (London: Oxford University Press, 1912), pp. 46-47. The texts were subsequently published by Spiegelberg in "Zwei Kaufvertrtge aus der Zeit des Ktnigs Harmachis
(Papyrus Carnarvon I und II)," Rec Tray. 35 (1913): 150-61.
103. P. Carnarvon 2, 7.
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Tachnumis

Paos I the elder

Senamunis oo Pachnumis oo Senminis

Pa-neit o Senesis

Senobastis

(text 2)
Pa-neit II

Paos l1the elder

Paos III

Psenesis

(text 1)

(assent text 2)

(assent text 2)

(text 2)

(text 1)

/

Figure 3. Genealogy of P. Carnarvon 1 & 2

It was an expected right ("Anwartschaftrecht") that parents'
property would pass to their children, either during the parents' lifetime, or upon their death. At times, the mother of a man's children
would receive property in trust in order to maintain her until the children were of legal age to claim the property. Occasionally, however,
the property descended to a collateral heir of the same generation, or
to the next generation (i.e., grandchildren) as P. Hauswaldt 5.104 This
occurred most often when a rightful heir passed away before
inheriting.
As we saw in the above example, property "reached" (p.h r) a
rightful heir'0 5 "in the name of" (n rn n) a deceased person, or "from"
(n or hn) his property. 10 6 The so-called legal code of Hermopolis (P.
HLC) specifies that it was the eldest son, or the child who acted as
eldest son, who held special privilege in inheriting the choicest part of
his father's estate in lands, gardens, or houses.' 0 7 The privileged position of the eldest son derives from the fact that he was legally responsible for both the burial costs and the ritual of burying his parents. 08
Although each child received a "share" of the estate, land in particular was no doubt exploited jointly by the family, thus keeping land
104. Spiegelberg, Die demotischen Papyri Hauswaldt, pp. 18-22d; Manning, The Conveyance
of Real Property, 87-91.
105. P.W. Pestman, "'Inheriting' in the Archive of the Theban Choachytes," in Aspects of
Demotic Lexicography, ed. S.P. Vleeming (Leuven: Peeters, 1987), pp. 64-65. Cf.P. Carnarvon
2,7.

106. P. BM 10575, 3-4 (Thompson, A Family Archive from Siut, p. 39) t=y'/y dny.t n p' prhd ur ph r-hy (n) rn (n) Twt s. Mtry pgy//y it "my share of the storehouse which reached me
in the name of Tuot son of Matrai my father."
107. P. HLC 8, 30-9, 2.
108. See the discussion by Girgis Mattha, "Rights and Duties of the Eldest Son According to
the Native Egyptian Laws of Succession of the Third Century B.C.," Bulletin of the Faculty of
Arts, Cairo University 12/2 (December, 1950): 113-18. Cf. the earlier passage "Let the possessions be given to him who buries, says the law of Pharaoh," P. Boulaq X, rt. 10-11.
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together and dividing profit derived from its yearly rental. Several
papyri mention that land that was inherited by more than one member
of the family was jointly held ("without division" [w§ pg]).109 This
may reflect a preferred manner of holding the land, or the condition in
which it was inherited. To be sure, family land could be split with the
consent of the heirs.
In the Totoes archive from Thebes, for example, Pikos and his
sister Tatehathyris inherited a plot of land from their father consisting
of twenty-one arouras in two locations. The land was shared between
them, and was perhaps administered by Pikos while his sister received
a share of the income derived from the plots. But on 8 May 109 B.C. a
division agreement was drawn up by Pikos promising to cede the
seven and one-half arouras of land that rightfully belonged to
Tatehathyris. It is thought that leaving the family, i.e., her marriage,
precipitated the need to divide the land in a real way. 1 0
Can we argue that landholding was an important feature of Hellenistic Egyptian society? In attempting to explain the small number
of preserved conveyances, it might well be asked whether Ptolemaic
society was characterized by a hesitancy to sell off family land. This is
a notable feature of other "peasant societies." 11 ' The primary mode
of the transfer of possession was no doubt through inheritance rather
than sale." 2 In light of this fact, it is worth asking if many transfers
between generations were effected without written documentation at
all, by simply associating one's children on the land, just as in the case
of a Fayum military plot (Cleruchy), where a father associated his son
as a a6yK.,rlpoq.113 There are many references in the demotic papyri
to "the land of so-and-so, being in the possession of his children" (hr
n'yllf hr.w). Thus, children may have been established on the land as
heirs of the father in an informal way leading to the conclusion that at
109. For a similar situation in Roman Egypt, see the remarks by Jane Rowlandson, "Sales of
Land in their Social Context," in Proceedings of the Sixteenth International Congress of
Papyrology (Chico, Ca.: Scholars Press, 1981), p. 371. The demotic phrase, according to
Reymond, Catalogue of Demotic Papyri in the Ashmolean Museum, p. 105 n. 17, was a late
Ptolemaic phenomenon attempting to translate the Greek KozvOv Kchi &6aiptnwv. Other texts,
such as P. Rylands 15 (Griffith, PRylands, vol. 3,pp. 132, 166) show that non-related partners
could share plots of land.
110. See Boswinkel and Pestman, Textes Grecs, p. 13.
111. For Roman Egypt, see Rowlandson, "Sales of Land in their Social Context," p. 372. Cf.
the remarks of Steinkeller, Sale Documents of the UR-I1-Period, p. 144, who noted that these
Sumerian texts indicate a reluctance to sell family land and that such sales were "achieved only
with the greatest difficulty and usually under economic distress."
112. Alan E. Samuel, "The Money Economy and the Ptolemaic Peasantry," BASP 21 (1984):
191.
113. See n. 16.
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times the transfer of control of property within a family may have
taken place without the formality of written texts. Such a method of
informal transfer may have obviated the necessity of paying the transfer tax (yK6KAtov)

and other fees such as that required by the scribe

to draw up the legal instrument. If this "peasant" model of Hellenistic
Egypt is correct, it would be paralleled by the later practice of
athariyya in the nineteenth century, an institution that provided the
right of the peasant to convey his land to his heirs as long as taxes
114
were paid.
Although the origins of the famous demotic legal "code" predate
the Ptolemaic period by at least several centuries, the legal practice in
the so-called legal code found "in a partially broken jar in the debris
of a ruined building"115 at Hermopolis (the building may well have
been the temple archive) may or may not reflect the actual practice of
law during the Ptolemaic period." 6 It is perhaps of some importance
that it is difficult to connect the rules in the text with the practice of
the surviving papyri.11 7 Nevertheless, the document is important in
the development of legal thought in the later periods of Egypt's history for it has also come down to us in a Greek translation dated to
the Roman period. 118 Much of the surviving "code" is concerned with
the leasing of property and rules of inheritance. The rights of lessor
and lessee are described in detail as are the methods of gaining rightful control over property. Such a notion of exclusive control over
property strongly suggests a legal conception of ownership, a conception that is supported by documents such as the main court transcript
of the family inheritance dispute known as the "Asyut archive."
Therein, one of the two contesting parties received a "restraining order" to prevent the plaintiff from approaching the disputed land." 9
114. Afaf Lutfi al-Sayyid Marsot, Egypt in the Reign of Muhammad Ali (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), p. 144.
115. Mattha, The Demotic Legal Code of Hermopolis West, p. 1.
116. See the remarks of P.W. Pestman, "L'Origine et i'Extension d'un Manuel de Droit
dgyptien," Journalof the Economic and Social History of the Orient 26/1 (1983): 14-21. Herein
the author suggests the Eighth Century B.c. as the likely date of composition.
117. For one such connection, however, see Pestman," 'Public Protests' in the Demotic Family Archive of Pchorchonsis," pp. 271-81. General connections between this "code" and the
practice of the documents are discussed by Stefan Grunert, Der Kodex Hermopolis und Aus.
gewahlte private Rechtsurkunden aus dem ptolemaischen Agypten (Leipzig: Verlag Phillip
Reclam jun., 1982). A re-edition with commentary of the code has been published by K. Donker
van Heel, The Legal Manual of Hermopolis (Leiden: Papyrologisch Instituut, 1990).
118. John Rea and J.W.Tait, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, vol. 46 (London: The Egypt Explora-

tion Society, 1978), text 3285.
119. P. BM 10591 (Thompson, A Family Archive from Slut, p. 4), 27-8: wifY 13y nbt r-hr/y r
bn-pwqf ty r/s n/ly gm n hn'/y r-r//w "he taking protection against me, while he did not allow
that I be able to approach them."
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Interestingly, and perhaps importantly, transfers of land are not a major concern of the "code."
If a dispute over ownership between two parties arose, there was
a clearly defined legal method by which one exerted a rightful claim to
the property. This method, known as "making a public protest" (ir
9cr), is described in some detail in the "code.' 120 The protest was
made by a party who claimed an interest in property, either in the
presence of (lit. "in the face of") the party illegally holding the property or in his absence, and had to be done three times in three successive years in order to fulfill the requirements associated with the
protest. If a party leased land for three successive years without a
"public protest," the lands were considered free and clear for him.
This practice clearly demonstrates that the Egyptian law recognized
private rights in real property and had a legal remedy by which to
121
assert the claim.
In addition to the demotic legal contract that formalized the concept of private possession, 12 2 there are some other indications that the
Ptolemies themselves officially recognized private possession. If there
was an "evolution des droits du roi sur la terre" stimulated by the
increasing weakness of the kings caused by internecine dynastic battles, costly foreign wars, and much domestic unrest throughout the
country in the last two centuries of Ptolemaic rule, 123 it might have
contributed to the category of land called yi l&16KrTro, ("private
land"). Although references to it are few in the Ptolemaic period, it
becomes a clearly defined category of private land in the Roman period and may in fact have had an antecedent in the land retained by
private individuals on temple estates and gradually on Cleruchic
land. 124 This type of land is common in Roman period Egypt and is
120. P. HLC 3, 23-32; Pestman, "'Public Protests' in the Demotic Family Archive of
Pchorchonsis"; Erwin Seidl, "§Cr, der offentliche Protest, im agyptischen Recht," ZAS 94 (1967):
131-34.
121. In the Asyut dispute, the woman who protested the transfer of land to her brother-inlaw made three "protests" in the name of her husband. For the process, see P. BM 10591, 1/21,
2124, 4/20, 5/16, and 10/10.
122. On the importance of the written document as proof of ownership, see, e.g. the trial
record from the "Hermias dispute," over the ownership of a house on the Theban west bank.
See Ulrich Wilcken, Urkunden der Ptolemderzeit (altere Funde), vol. 2 (Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 1927), text 162, where both parties produce an abundance of written evidence. The
case turned, however, on the fact that the plaintiff, a Greek soldier of some standing, had not
lived in the disputed property. For a translation of this text, see Bagnall and Derow, Greek
Historical Documents, text 110.
123. See Prdaux, L'6conomie, pp. 459-591.
124. Modrzejewski, "Regime foncier," argued that on the basis of the use in the Greek papyri of Karaypa(ol-deedsfor this type of land, and the term KT-pa, there is sufficient grounds for
calling this land "private" in the Ptolemaic period. See further Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-
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the result of the fact that "full rights of private property were recognized.' 25 But the Roman recognition of private property was the end
result of an evolution begun in the late Ptolemaic period whose roots
go even further back. 126 After the civil war between Ptolemy VIII,
Euergetes II, and Cleopatra II and III, a decree was issued in which
possession of land was guaranteed to those who held it.127 Such a
decree was issued at a time when a weak government was trying to
restore order. The beginning of the "evolution" may be observed in a
document of the third century B.C. (P. Elephantine 14), which was
concerned with a public auction procedure. This papyrus records a
royal ordinance that guaranteed that those who purchased land at
auction held the land in the same way as the former owners. This
implies a varied regime of landholding and that the government was
not interested in disturbing the pre-existing land regime. 28 The fact
that unused or derelict land was declared "ownerless" (&6oTroroq) is
another indication that a concept of private ownership may have
129
emerged in the Ptolemaic period.
JOINT OWNERSHIP OF LAND

Property in ancient Egypt, particularly real property, was corporately conceived. 130 Other property was also conceived of as an undivided whole from which one took "shares" at the time of
Roman Egypt, pp. 233-35; Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, vol. 1, pp. 289-91; Stollwerck, Untersuchungen,
p. 6; Hans-Albert Rupprecht, "Die Vererblichkeit von Grund und Boden im ptolemtiischen
Agypten," in Symposion 1993: Vortrage zur grichischen und hellistischen Rechtsgeschichte, ed.
Gerhard Thiir (Cologne: Bohlau Verlag, 1994), pp. 225-38.
125. Rowlandson, "Landholding in the Oxyrhynchite Nome," 28. In addition to increased
private ownership of land in Roman Egypt, villages also became owners of land, reflecting increased local autonomy. See the brief remarks by Alan K. Bowman, Egypt After the Pharaohs,
332 B.C.-A.D. 642: From Alexander to the Arab Conquest (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1986), p. 96.
126. Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, vol. 3, p. 1499 n. 151.
127. P. Tebt 1, 5 (118 B.c.). See the re-edition by Marie-Th~r~se Lenger, Corpus des ordonnances ptolemaique, Mdmoire de l'Acad~mie royale belgique, Classe des lettres et des sciences
morales et politiques, vol. 66.2 (Brussels, 1980), text 53. For an English translation, see M.M.
Austin, The Hellenistic World from Alexander to the Roman Conquest A Selection of Ancient
Sources in Translation(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), text 231.
128. For the text, see Arthur Surridge Hunt and Campbell Cowan Edgar, Select Papyri,vol. 2
(London: W. Heinemann, 1932-34), text 233. For auctions of land, see Manning, The Conveyance of Real Property, 242-54.
129. Paul R. Swarney, The Ptolemaic and Roman Idios Logos, ASP, vol. 8 (Toronto: A.M.
Hakkert, 1970), p. 31.
130. The whole of a temple's property was conceived in terms of shares which were then
divided up among the priests. In the Fayum, the priests of Soknebtunis worked the land "together," KoiVi. See P. Tebt., vol. 4, p. 13.
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inheritance. 31 Therefore, a certain tension existed between the family or temple "corporate" interest in property and individualized property rights. 132 It is not always certain that a real division or a share
(dny.t) in the interest in the property was transferred. In the case of
the transfer of a 1/35th share of a house, we can be certain that only a
joint interest in the house was transferred. 133 The evidence for the
joint control of land between two or more parties is abundant. It is
significant, for example, that in a priest's gift to his son of his lands,
none of the land was held solely by him, but, rather, it was shared by
the priest and a distant cousin.'34
In addition to family plots held in common, texts from the Ptolemaic period show that groups associated by profession with status titles like "herdsmen of Horus of Edfu" or "Royal Farmers" jointly
held plots of land. In at least some cases the joint purchase of land
gave the group a certain immunity from government interference.
One such group purchase is documented in a demotic text of 221/220
B.C. (P. Hauswaldt 16) in which a group of eleven men and women
entered into an agreement to jointly purchase with five others a plot
of land measuring forty-five arouras at public auction.1 35 Such group
holding of land may have been a strategy for obtaining personal protection from taxation, corrupt officials, and in the case of royal land at
least, corv6e labor. Group holding of land would have reduced the
risk inherent in individual holding and may have been encouraged in
Egypt by the basin irrigation system, which dictated that plots of arable land be situated in large basins irrigated by canals from the Nile
itself.

136

131. See the instructions for dividing a family inheritance given in the so-called Hermopolis
Legal Code, VIII/30-IX/ 3 (Mattha, The Demotic Legal Code of Hermopolis West, p. 39). Cf.
Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, p. 18.
132. In Archaic Greece, such family joint-ownership was only gradually replaced by individual ownership by the head of the household. See M.M. Austin and P. Vidal-Naquet, Economic
and Social History of Ancient Greece: An Introduction (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1977), p. 74 n. 19; Burford, Land and Labor, pp. 49-55.
133. P. Louvre 2410 (Zauzich, Schreibertradition,text 47). For a discussion of this distinction

in Greek papyri from Gebelein (P. Adler), see Johannes Herrmann, "Sachteilung and
Werteilung be Grundsttlcken. Zu den griechischen Kaufurkunden des Horus-Archiv," Festschrift fur Erwin Seidl zum 70. Geburtstag, ed. Heinz Habner et al. (Cologne: Peter Hanstein,
1975), pp. 53-60.
134. Richard A. Parker, "A Demotic Property Settlement from Deir et Ballas," JARCE 3
(1964): 90.
135. Spiegelberg, PHauswaldt, pp. 51-54; Manning, The Conveyance of Real Property,
128-32.

136. See the remarks by Robert C. Ellickson, "Property in Land," Yale L.J. 102/6 (April,
1993): 1341-44.
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DISPUTES OVER PROPERTY

Egyptian marriage and inheritance patterns that preferred partible inheritance of family property would have predisposed families to
dispute property. 137 For this reason, family property was often
worked jointly with profits divided up. In particular, disinherited children, either because of divorce or some other reason, would have
caused problems for the smooth passing of property between generations. 138 Clauses that stipulate the way in which the property is to be
disposed are occasionally preserved in the papyri. In P. Hauswaldt 13,
for example, a gift of an empty plot and appurtenances from a father
to his daughter, states that:
the son, (or) the daughter, (or) the brother, (or) the sister, (or) anyone at all who will come against you concerning them (scil. the
property), he shall give to you ten silver deben ... If you want to
sell your empty plot along with your Rkn which is on it, you will not
be able to sell it to anyone at all except my13 9children, and they shall
give you the money which is owing for it.
The clause thus prohibited any illegal appropriation by a relative, but
also required that the property remain in the family if the woman
wished to sell it. This type of provision should be understood both as
a device against family property being sold off to persons unrelated to
the family, and as a means to preclude disputes with co-heirs. In a
sense, then, the clause acted as an anticipatory division by which the
heir is guaranteed by the testator that no other sibling who might
otherwise have a claim may come against her without her consent, and
without just compensation. Given the problems of the fragmentation
of family property, it is perhaps surprising that such penalty provisions
did not occur more frequently.
To avoid disputes between generations caused by divorce and second marriages, some contracts specifically provide that the property is
to be passed along to the children while at the same time providing a
"usufructuary right" by virtue of the sale made to the wife until the
children were of age:

137. For a modem example, see Hamed Ammar, Growing Up in an Egyptian Village; Silwa,
Province of Aswan (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1954), pp. 17-25.
138. Children had recourse not only to earthly courts, but to divine intervention as well. See
in particular the petition published by George R. Hughes, "The Cruel Father: A Demotic Papyrus in the Library of G. Michaelides," in Studies in Honor of John A. Wilson, SAOC, vol. 35
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969), pp. 43-54.
139. P. Hauswaldt 13, 2-3.
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You will not be able to give it to anybody else in the world than to
the children which you have borne me and which you will bear
me.140

Despite such caution, the combination of dividing shares of property
among all heirs and remarrying caused many problems in sorting out
the orderly movement of property across generations.
In case persons could not solve disputes over rightful possession
of property, relief could be sought from local courts (the so-called
laocritai), normally composed of priests of the local temple. 14 1 A connection was certainly made between the location of the proper
"court" and the temple of the god in whose domain the property lay.
At the end of such dispute resolutions, the losing party was forced to
make a special type of cession document ceding the rights to the property in dispute. These documents are characterized by the introduc1 42
tory formula dd/y qnb.t lrmlk "I have complained against you."'
Such a document is P. Berlin 3113 (Thebes, 141 B.c.), part of the fa14 3 It
mous Theban Choachyte archive known as the Hermias dispute.
is important to note that demotic contracts normally provided a clause
at the end whereby the vendor promised the purchaser not to "cite
any legal complaint against him" (dd qnb.t nb n p:Dtg Tm/f) concerning the transferred property. 144
The Asyut family dispute illustrates the difficulties of sharing a
plot of land among several people. As was mentioned above, many
texts speak of land jointly held by two or more persons. The preference for keeping land together in part stems from practical reasons.
For example, the Asyut priests' land was ten arouras divided into two
separate plots and then shared between the two half brothers. The
crop from the year's harvest would have been shared out at a fixed
rate between the holders of the land based on their percent interests
in the land. After Tuot made a division agreement with his brother,
140. Translation of P. Turin 6074A, 11 (Botti, Archivio, text 7) by Pestman, "'Inheriting' in
the Archive of the Theban Choachytes," p. 60.
141. Joseph Modrzejewski, "Chr6matistes et Laocrites," in Le Monde grec. Pensde, littgrature, histoire, documents. Hommage i Claire Pr~aux, ed. Jean Bingen et al. (Brussels: Editions
de l'universit6 de Bruxelles, 1978), pp. 699-708.
142. For the type of document, see Ursula Kaplony-Heckel, Die demotischen Tempeleide
(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1963), p. 10; Karl-Theodor Zauzich, BdE 64, 3:101; Shore and
Smith, JEA 45 (1959): 58; Seidl, Ptolemaische Rechisgeschichte, p. 24.
143. Thebes, 141 B.c.; Wilcken, UtPZ, vol. 2, pp. 105-06; W. Erichsen, "Ein demotischer
ProzeB, vertrag," ZAS 77 (1942): 92-100.
144. The clause occurred in "normal" sales documents (sh l3 h) from Upper Egypt at the
very end of the text. See Zauzich, Schreibertradition,pp. 148-49. Cf. the translation of Andrews,
Catalogue, p. 19 "without alleging any title" with Zauzich, Schreibertradition, p. 12 "ohne
irgendeinen Prozess (in) irgendeiner Sache auf Erden mit dir ftlhren."
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the land was farmed by both of them, with the crop being split in the
proportion of their inheritance, two-thirds to the eldest, one-third to
the youngest son. 145 The younger brother had asked for a real division of the land because he was being "defrauded" by his older
brother. The nature of the fraud is not spelled out, but there may
have been some dispute over the size of each brother's holding." 46
CONCLUSION

The demotic documentation from the Ptolemaic period demonstrates the complex situation of private property in this era. Transfer
of land could be permanent or temporary. The Hermopolis "code"
reveals a well-developed sense of private ownership. It is interesting
to note that real conveyance of land is not covered in the surviving
document. Positivist arguments about the paucity of transfers, absolute ownership, and strict control by the king underestimate the fundamental importance of small landholding in Egypt, which served
both institutions and individual holders. As I have argued, conceptions and terminology in the private documentation suggest very
clearly defined concepts of private ownership. 147 Private texts may
have influenced and reinforced traditional legal conceptions of possession and right to convey. Whether there was legally defined private
ownership before the Romans or not, there was much land in private
hands that individual holders treated as their own and transferred to
their heirs. We must surely be right in agreeing with Ellickson against
Moses Finley, whose famous dictum "the normal purchase of land in
antiquity . . . was windfall purchase" does not hold for Hellenistic

Egypt or elsewhere in the ancient world. 148 We are hampered by the
fact that in most cases the origin of family property in land is unknown, but those who held land run the gamut of the social hierarchy.
In the final analysis, possession of land in Ptolemaic Egypt, in the
145. The receipt for the year's division is probably that contained in PBM 10601. See Shore
and Smith, JEA 45 (1959): 60.
146. Thus in 170 B.c. Tefhape petitioned the epistates that the scribes who measured his plot
found an excess amount of land which belonged to him rather than Tuot. For the document, P.
BM 10598, see Thompson, A Family Archive from Siut, pp. 77-78; Karl-Theodor Zauzich, "Die
Bruchzahlen des Pap. Brit. Mus. 10598," Enchoria 2 (1972): 145-47.
147. We may thus push back the date when private ownership of land (defined by Cuno as
the "exclusive control of land by individuals") emerges in Egypt considerably before the eighteenth century as was recently asserted by Kenneth M. Cuno, "The Origins of Private Ownership
of Land in Egypt: A Reappraisal," in The Modern Middle East: A Reader, ed. Albert Hourani et
al. (London: I.B. Tauris & Co. Ltd., 1993), p. 195.
148. Moses I. Finley, The Ancient Economy (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973),
p. 119. Cf. Ellickson's critique in "Property in Land," 1377.
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words of Lord Mansfield, really was "rather more than nine points of
'149
the law."

149. Corporation of Kingston-Upon-Hull v. Horner,1774. Lofft, pp. 576, 591.

